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asking a question to from or of english language May 13 2024 if you ask x from someone
it means that you ask them to give you an x so to me whereas asking an answer from
makes sense asking a question from doesn t unless you re asking for a question i ve
seen a source on the internet that says of is the correct rule
8 ways to use ask ask for ask about ask to and more Apr 12 2024 here are 8 ways to use
the english verb ask correctly 1 ask someone for object use ask for with the object you
want to receive i asked the teacher for a pencil i asked her for a glass of water my
son asked for a video game for christmas
ask for ask from ask of wordreference forums Mar 11 2024 if i want to express the same
meaning of ask somebody for something can i use ask something from somebody examples 1
i ask chrissy for a pen 2 i ask a pen from chrissy 3 i ask a pen of chrissy is the
second or the third sentence correct or it s hunglish how can i put a question
correctly 4 who can i ask for a pen
ask to or ask from textranch Feb 10 2024 both ask to and ask from are commonly used in
english but they are used in different contexts ask to is used when requesting
something from someone while ask from is used when inquiring about the source or origin
of something
ask and ask for grammar cambridge dictionary Jan 09 2024 ask is a verb meaning put a
question or seek an answer from someone can i ask you a question he asked me what age i
was how are you she asked
prepositions to ask of vs to ask for english language Dec 08 2023 the form ask
something of someone can be used for either inquiries and requests i need to ask for
the support of the team i want the team to do something this may be a request for a
favor or a politely phrased order if it comes from a boss
ask definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 07 2023 10 meanings 1 to put
a question to request an answer from 2 to inquire about 3 to direct or put a question 4
to click for more definitions
ask verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 06 2023 definition of ask verb
in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more
ask verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 05 2023 ask to say or write
something in the form of a question in order to get information where are you going she
asked she asked the students their names can i ask a question inquire somewhat formal
to ask someone for information i am writing to inquire about the research position may
i inquire who s calling please on the telephone
ask definition meaning dictionary com Aug 04 2023 ask is a verb that means to present a
question to someone to request something or to invite someone ask has several other
senses as a verb and a noun if you are asking someone something you usually want
answers from them
ask definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jul 03 2023 to speak or write to
someone saying that you want him or her to do something to give you something or to
allow you to do something she asked her manager if she could leave early to pick up the
kids if you need any help please don t hesitate to ask
ask definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jun 02 2023 asking is how you find
things out and get what you need definitions of ask verb make a request or demand for
something to somebody she asked him for a loan see more verb direct or put seek an
answer to ask a question
answerthepublic search listening tool for market customer May 01 2023 use our free tool
to get instant raw search insights direct from the minds of your customers upgrade to a
paid plan to monitor for new ways that people talk ask questions about your brand
product or topic
ask from english examples in context ludwig Mar 31 2023 high quality example sentences
with ask from in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine
that helps you to write better in english
word usage ask ask for or ask about which to use Feb 27 2023 i am asking for the reason
you demand or request for the reason i am asking about the reason you are asking for
the information about the reason share improve this answer answered mar 6 2020 at 7 29
jay ho
ask vs askfrom what s the difference wikidiff Jan 29 2023 to ask a question to
interrogate or enquire of a person i m going to ask this lady for directions bible john
ix 21 he is of age ask him he shall speak for himself to request or petition usually
with for to ask for a second helping at dinner to ask for help with homework bible
matthew vii 7
ask definition meaning merriam webster Dec 28 2022 the meaning of ask is to call on for
an answer how to use ask in a sentence synonym discussion of ask
ask com what s your question Nov 26 2022 ask com what s your question culture from
madonna to nirvana iconic artists that defined the 80s and 90s music scene in the 80s
and 90s madonna was more than just a singer she was a cultural phenomenon question of
the day answers you want content for days what more could you ask for



ask com wikipedia Oct 26 2022 ask com originally known as ask jeeves is a question
answering focused e business founded in 1996 by garrett gruener and david warthen in
berkeley california the original software was implemented by gary chevsky from his own
design
how can i renew or reregister my antique auto ask the ri dmv Sep 24 2022 if it is the
only vehicle registered to you then a dual registration is required for it you would be
issued a passenger plate and a antique plate if it is not your primary vehicle you
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